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Cadbury is stockpiling chocolate in case no
Brexit deal is reached

Chocolate company Cadbury announced that it has a plan to deal with the threat of a "no-deal" Brexit: a chocolate stockpile. Photo by:
Pixabay/Public Domain

LONDON, England — The European Union (EU) is a group of 28 countries in Europe. It works

together to cooperate in trade and other money matters. 

Great Britain was once part of the EU. However, British citizens voted to leave it in 2016. 

In 2019, Britain is scheduled to officially exit the EU, an event called "Brexit." It still hasn't

reached a deal on how exactly this could happen. 

If Britain leaves the EU without a deal, some experts warn of chaos. Trade between European

countries would be even harder. They say there could be confusion at the borders and a shortage of

key goods. One of those goods is chocolate and the ingredients needed to make it.

Last week, the owner of the beloved candy brand Cadbury announced it had a backup plan for a

"no-deal" Brexit. It is stockpiling chocolate. 
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Hugh Weber is the president of Mondelez Europe. It owns the Cadbury brand. He told the Times

of London newspaper that they hope British Prime Minister Theresa May can reach an agreement

to allow more open trade with Europe. However, his company had a backup plan in case no deal is

reached before the March 29 deadline.

Brexit Could Drive Up Chocolate Prices

"We are stocking higher levels of ingredients and finished products," Weber was quoted as saying.

You can only stock up so much, he noted, as some products may go bad. 

Weber added that the United Kingdom cannot produce all the food items it regularly uses.

Cadbury's ingredients often come from other countries. Saving all the needed products could be

hard, he says.

U.S. company Mondelez has owned the Cadbury brand since 2010. Founded in 1824, Cadbury is

perhaps the most famed chocolate producer in Britain. It's known for its Dairy Milk chocolate

bars. It also makes other favorites such as Creme Eggs, Crunchies and the Cadbury Roses

chocolate selection.

It isn't the first time the candy company warned about Brexit affecting its product. Last year, a

company official said Cadbury will deal with higher costs. This is because trade with other EU

countries will get more expensive. So, Cadbury may have to raise prices for customers or sell

smaller products at the same price.  

The British government has dismissed the possibility of a no-deal Brexit. 

Without a deal, the country would have different rules at its borders. Trade rules would be

governed by the World Trade Organization (WTO) instead of the EU. The WTO is another trade

group, similar to the EU, that includes many countries.

No Deal = Big Problems

The British press has warned of great problems should no deal be reached. People could be

confused about the new trade rules. There could be chaos at ports and land crossings, they say.

These are where goods are shipped in from other countries. There could be days-long traffic jams

and other delays, having a huge effect on trade.

The deadline is fast approaching. The government faces disagreements over how to approach

negotiations with the EU. In turn, warnings have become more urgent. Last month, the

government provided information on how British citizens and businesses should prepare for the

worst trade possibilities.

"Let me assure you that, contrary to one of the wilder claims, you will still be able to enjoy a BLT

after Brexit," said Dominic Raab, a British government official. The BLT is a bacon, lettuce and

tomato sandwich. If a trade deal is not reached, those sandwich ingredients go under threat of

disappearing from grocery shelves in Britain.  

There are no plans to send the army to maintain food supplies, either, Raab said.

May reached a plan for negotiations on leaving the EU during a meeting in June. However, she has

faced disagreement from members of her own Conservative Party. The group currently has a
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majority in Parliament, a branch of the U.K. government. This means it has governing power over

Britain. 

The Conservatives argue that May's deal with the EU isn't strong enough.

One government official warned that up to 80 Conservative members of Parliament might vote

against the new deal. This could cause a huge split in the group.


